


High Spirited Sport Boat

Hard Core Fishing Machine
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Unprecedented Performance



Elegant Contemporary Style



Hard Core Fishing Machine



A Contemporary Design for Today’s World

The BLACKWOOD™ is designed for those who are truly 
passionate about boats and for whom a great day on 
the water is one of their greatest joys of life.

The elegant combination of classic lines and modern 
aerodynamic styling have created a boat that is quite 
simply a pleasure just to look at. The incredible 
versatility carefully blended into the BLACKWOOD™ 
27 makes it possible to have a wide variety of 
experiences on the water.

The stern mounted electric motors creatively 
recessed into the hull add a new dimension to both 
the sunrise and  sunset hours. The electric motors 
can take you silently into shallow protected waters 
to once again enjoy the explosive excitement of top 
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When the top water bite is over, the remarkable 
LQGXVWU\�OHDGLQJ�IXHO�HFRQRP\�DQG�WKH�ZLGH�ÁDUHG�
Carolina bow make the run offshore dry, secure, 
and economical. The high-speed potential of the 
BLACKWOOD™ will leave many big boats in its wake. 
3XOO�RXW�WKH�VDLOÀVK�JHDU��VHQG�RXW�WKH�NLWHV��DQG�
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now time to hit the down button on the windless and 
lower the polished stainless anchor to bring home a 
few snapper for dinner.

The high performance BLACKWOOD™ will get you 
home with plenty of time to drop off the snapper, 
hose down the boat, and install the cocktail table 
and luxurious upholstery in preparation for the 
sunset hour.

Turn on some easy listening music, lower the electric 
motors, get your remote control, and enjoy cruising 
silently with family and friends into the glorious 
sunset hour.
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Innovative Design



Length 27’ 4” 8’ 6” 400Draft 18” - 20” 130 Gal.3,800 Ibs FuelWeightBeam HP Capacity

Blackwood™ 27 Offshore

America’s Best Factory Backed Warranty
Lifetime Limited Hull Warranty 

5 Year Stem-to-Stern 
Component Warranty

All products designed and marketed by Blackwood Boats, LLC. are manufactured in 
a modern 45,000 square foot, 13-acre facility with a private test lake. 
The state- of -the -art facility is fully equipped to produce 1,000 boats per year 
utilizing the latest in equipment and technology to ensure the highest quality 
available today. The facility is strategically located in an upscale commerce park 
in the center of Florida to make it possible to provide close support to dealers and 
boat owners. 

All products are factory rigged and fully water tested by trained personnel to ensure 
that every system and component functions properly prior to final inspection and 
detailing. The finished products are then installed on custom-built trailers specifically 
designed for each model of boat. The completed package is then delivered to the 
dealer for presentation to the customer. 

Blackwood Boats’ success has been derived almost entirely from the quality of its reputation, the quality of its products, and the quality of its 
service. American Marine Sports considers its dealers partners in business with the single goal of providing our customers the superior quality of 
product and service they expect and deserve. 

The Blackwood™ hull design is precisely produced utilizing the Blackwood™ exclusive 
“HPI” double hull foam core injected process. The Blackwood™ “HPI” process incorporates a 
structurally sound outer hull chemically bonded to a matching full length, complete inner hull. The 
process is continued with high strength, water proof, closed cell, structural floatation foam core 
injected under pressure between the two hulls. 

The outer hull is structurally sound without the addition of the inner hull. The 100% All composite outer hull is hand laminated utilizing fine finish 
exterior fiberglass matt, high strength structural biaxial fiberglass fabric, composite core material and a layer of Dupont Kevlar® over the entire 
bottom for extreme strength and puncture resistance. The outer hull is structurally reinforced with hand laminated full-length composite stringers 
and keel. The high-density composite transom is reinforced with hand laminated composite knee braces. The totally sealed and filled double 
hull structure eliminates the possibility of water intrusion into the hull. One of the most important benefits of the advanced “HPI” technology 
is undoubtedly the extreme safety factor built into every boat. The benefits of the “HPI” process are further enhanced through the use of the 
ShearWater exclusive process of chemically bonding the deck to the double hull creating a solid unitized 
one-piece structure. 

The Blackwood™ proprietary “HPI unitized construction” method is initially very expensive to put into production. The inner hull is complex and 
time consuming to create. The inner hull mold and the outer hull mold have to be exceptionally strong to withstand the high internal pressure 
created during the foam injection process. The “HPI” process requires additional manufacturing space, additional steps in the process, and 
demands that the deck and the hull remain in their molds much longer than the typical construction methods. The additional time in the mold has 
the benefit of allowing the exterior gelcoat and fiberglass laminate the necessary time to thoroughly cure. The additional curing time is one of the 
most important factors that contribute to the Blackwood™ exclusive, exceptionally straight, brilliant, exterior gelcoat finish. 

This Blackwood™ exclusive technology creates a strong, durable, flex-free, unitized structure that cuts through waves silently and smoothly to 
deliver a comfortable and confident true sense of security. 

The unitized “HPI” process reinforced with Dupont Kevlar® produces products with such consistently high strength and durability that costly 
warranty repairs are virtually eliminated. Based upon fifteen years of trouble free experience with the “HPI” process, Blackwood Boats, LLC. offers 
a limited lifetime hull warranty with total confidence.

Home of Blackwood Boats
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Hunter GreenFighting Lady
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TropicalTurquoiseSky Blue Ocean Blue LagoonCanary Yellow Navy Blue

Black

High Performance Hull with Maximum Fuel Efficiency
HPI Zero Flex Double Hull with High Pressure Injected 
Flotation Foam Core
100% Hand-Laid Hull, Kevlar Reinforcement 
Digital Multifunction Gauges
Deluxe Stereo with I-pod connection
Hydraulic Tilt Steering
Individual Flip Seating with Dual Footrests
Porcelain Electric Head with Tank
Custom Fiberglass Hard Top with 4 Rod Holders

Grand Slam Taco Out Riggers (optional)
Rotating LED Spreader Lights
3 Livewells with High Speed Pick Ups and Recirculating Systems
2 Fish Boxes with Macerator Pumps
Windless Anchor (optional)
Removable Fiberglass Cooler
20 Gallon Fresh Water Washdown System with Shower
Recessed Lenco Electric Trim Tab Trolling Motors (optional)
Underwater LED Light



Blackwood Boats, LLC. strives to offer the finest and safest boats in the industry and therefore reserves the right to change, alter and modify its finished boats, models, 
parts, specifications, colors, and prices at anytime without notice or obligation. Some photographs in this brochure may show optional equipment.

BLACKWOOD BOATS, LLC
20150 Independence Blvd.

Groveland, FL 34736

(352) 429-8899

www.blackwoodboats.com


